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Abstract: Electric vehicles (EVs) are currently emerging as alternative vehicles due to their high
energy efficiency and low emissions during driving. However, regarding the raising concern, the
safety of EVs can further be improved before they completely replace conventional vehicles. This
paper focuses on reviewing the safety requirements of EVs, especially those powered by Li-ion
battery, based on the mechanical abuse tests from the international standards, national standards,
regulations and other laboratories standards, and safety of occupants from the regulations and
safety programs. Moreover, the publicly reported real-world fire incidents of EVs based on road
crashes were collected and reviewed. The objective is to highlight the gap and challenges arose
between the current safety requirements and real-world fire incidents of EVs and provide the way for
assisting the future research in the area of EV safety, particularly light duty passenger vehicle. The
serious challenges observed include high impact speed, multi-crashes per incident, multiple barriers
of different types involved in the accident, and post-crash safety (serious injury and demise) of
occupants and rescue teams. While addressing these challenges, this review will aid researchers and
manufacturers working in batteries, EVs, and fire safety engineering to narrow the gap and enhance
the safety of future EVs in areas of battery materials, fire extinguishing, and vehicle’s body structure.

Keywords: electric vehicle; crashworthiness; EVs’ fire incidents; safety programs; regulations

1. Introduction

Currently, the strict environmental constraints have made the transport sector focus
on the clean technologies to reduce emissions in the environment [1]. In this context,
electric vehicles (EVs) have emerged as a promising solution to reduce the tank-to-wheel
emissions in the road transport [2] as they offer a zero emission in the driving mode [3–5].
Besides, EVs have higher tank-to-wheel efficiency of about 60% to 80% compared to 20%
to 35% [6] of conventional vehicles and lower recharge cost as electricity is cheaper than
petrol/diesel fuels.

A few years ago, the automotive industry experienced an evolution of advanced EVs
such as battery electric vehicles (BEVs), hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), plug-in hybrid
electric vehicles (PHEVs), and fuel cell vehicles (FCVs) [7]. In addition to that, EVs have
showed an uptrend in both demand and production [8–10] incorporating Lithium-ion
battery technologies for storing electrical energy and propulsion of EVs. The success of
EV market is strongly attributed by implementation of clean energy/air policy [8,9] (e.g.,
C40 policy for world’s megacities to adopt EV technologies in bus, taxis, and other city-
wide fleets [10–13]) and improved technologies (energy efficient motors, higher energy
storage system) [9]. Despite the extraordinary attributes, safety, short driving range, heavy
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weight, long recharge time, and high initial cost present a great challenge which hinders
the widespread EVs in the global market.

Since the burst of the global EVs sales, there have been frequent reports concerning
dreadful fire incidents, which are mostly linked with the ignition of Li-ion battery [10,14–17].
Some of the fire incidents were emerged as frightful and some led into demises of EV
occupants. For instance, fire incidents involving Tesla Model S in West Hollywood [18],
California [19], Zurich [20], Florida [21,22], Indianapolis [23], Tesla Model X in Mountain
View-CA [24], Amsterdam [25], and BYD e6 in Shenzhen [26]. More statistics regarding
the EV fire accidents have been documented by the specific official agencies in respective
countries. For example, China, the global leader in EV sales by volume, recorded an
annual average of 31 fire incidents with 36.9% and 26.2% of incidents dominated by
sudden ignition and charging, respectively [17]. In the U.S.A., 17 Tesla fire incidents out of
350,000 incidents and 3 BMW i3 fire incidents out of 175,000 were recorded [17]. Notably,
most of the incidents are characterized by huge impact at high speeds, large fires caused
by energetic and combustible Li-ion battery components that are difficult to extinguish.
Although statistically EV fire incidents may occur rarely, the fires of Li-ion battery pose
safety concern such as intense heat release, diverse species of toxic gases noxious smoke,
and risk of fire. In comparison to conventional vehicles, EVs are seen to be safer regarding
that battery fires usually take some time to attain the heat essential to trigger the fire,
while fossil fuel fires ignite almost immediately when they come in contact with a spark,
and blowouts quickly. In terms of severity, the report from Tesla [27] claimed that for
300,000 models driven in a total of 7.5 billion miles, reported roughly a rate of 40 fires per
billion miles traveled compared to 55 fires per billion miles traveled in gasoline cars. In
2019 the London Fire Brigade reported 54 EV fires compared to 1898 petrol and diesel fires,
and in 2020, just 27 EV fires compared to 1021 from petrol and diesel fires [28]. Moreover,
the EV fire is limited to the area where the battery pack is enclosed, while in liquid fueled
cars the fuel spills which demand more effort for firefighters to extinguish. Therefore, to
further reduce the risk of fire incident and increase protection of occupants during the
incident, the safety of EV can always be improved, similar to the occupant safety, before
its application.

Various regulations including United Nations Economic Commission for Europe
(UNECE) R94, R95, Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS 208), GB 20913-2007
from China, and safety programs, i.e., New Car Assessment Program (NCAP) established
in various countries such as Japan NCAP, US NCAP, Latin NCAP, Euro NCAP, and ASEAN
NCAP are adopted worldwide to test the safety of EVs. Furthermore, research is conducted
to characterize and examine various vehicle behaviors and their implications to the safety
of occupants.

This study collects and comprehensively reviews the challenges of crashworthiness of
EVs based on the regulations, safety programs, and recent research by comparing them with
the real EVs fire incidents found in the literature. Firstly, the concept of crashworthiness
and the need for its assessment in EVs are provided. Secondly, the requirements for
safety of EVs based on the international standards, national standards, regulations and
other laboratories standards, and safety of occupants from the regulations and safety
programs are presented. Thirdly, the statistical fire incidents of EVs reported throughout
the world, typically in light duty passenger vehicles, are highlighted and distinct scenarios
are elucidated. Finally, the crashworthiness conducted based on regulations and research
is compared to real-world EV fire incidents, highlighting potential problems, research gaps,
and future possibilities. This study seeks to enlighten EV, battery, and fire specialists on
important elements of EV development. Such knowledge should significantly accelerate
the rate at which viable solutions to the challenges now impeding EV adoption are sought.

2. The Concept of Crashworthiness of EVs

The crashworthiness defines the ability of the vehicle structure to sufficiently provide
protection in the accident involving persons against body injury and protect its cargo
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against damage during an accident [29]. Apart from safety, crashworthiness has a key
contribution toward development of safe, reliable, and comfortable vehicles. EV is de-
signed similarly to conventional vehicle design strategies except that it contains electrified
drivetrain which replaces the internal combustion engine in the front compartment, with
the addition of battery pack and structural modification to support the additional vehicle
weight. As a result, using these new car materials, it is critical to investigate EV crash
behavior. The EV structure of consists of the body frame, chassis, drive system, and en-
ergy storage system. An example of these main components and their functions toward
crashworthiness are shown in Figure 1. For frontal and rear crashes, the body frame forms
the crumple zone to absorb the kinetic energy, lower the acceleration, and protect the
occupant and other vehicle components. The presence of energy storage system with
energetic and flammable materials introduces another safety issue once it deforms due
to collision. The deflection of the cells might result in a short circuit within one or more
cells, generating heat that could ignite the chemicals within the cell. The resulted flame
propagates to the adjoined cells and explode, which in turn could endanger the occupants.
Since diverse battery chemistries are already commercialized, their proneness to ignition,
huge heat released, and toxicity rise an attention to researchers to further examine the
crashworthiness of EVs.
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Figure 1. Examples of EV main components, their functions to enhance crashworthiness, and impact of the crashworthiness
on EVs. The body frame and chassis are from Liu et al. [30] with permission from Elsevier, the drivetrain and energy storage
system are from Navale et al. [29], with permission from Taylor & Francis. The impacts of the levels of crashworthiness are
displayed on the right images as an example. The EV shown on the top right is from Yu et al. [31], with permission from
Elsevier, and on the right bottom is from Science Focus [32].

3. Requirements for the Safety of EVs and Occupants
3.1. Requirements for the Safety of EVs

EVs must be subjected to the same stringent crash testing and meet a certain safety
standards as conventional cars. Moreover, EV-specific standards must also be met ensuring
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the safety of specific components. However, production standards for EV are not applied
only to the whole vehicles, but also to the safety of individual components. For example,
ensuring protection of energy storage system against crashes, no chemical leakage, and
isolating the chassis from the high-voltage to prevent an electric shock. Besides, the
crashworthiness of EVs is prone to be affected by their mass and distribution of the center
of gravity [33].

Energy storage system is the heart of the EV and its safety may pose risk to the whole
vehicle. In the increased awareness on safety of stringent crash regulations, automakers
have also started to consider the safety of energy storage system for improved crashwor-
thiness. Li-ion battery (LIB) is widely employed to store the electrical energy used for EV
propulsion and it falls into three form factors, namely cylindrical, pouch, and prismatic (see
in Figure 2a). The LIB cells are normally stacked together in an appropriate fashion to form
a module and later a battery pack in order to produce an intended voltage (Figure 2b,c).
Then, the battery pack is configured in either underfloor, T-shaped, or rear configuration to
meet the space and performance requirement of the EV. The pack configuration is carefully
selected to protect the battery as best as possible in combination with a high quality of
occupant protection. Nevertheless, most of the OEMs buy cells and they assemble the
cells to modules and a pack. Hence, the safety of LIBs in vehicles is a priority of the
manufacturers before installing in the EV.
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For successful applications in EVs, LIBs need to be tested and meet the safety require-
ments. Three abuses such as mechanical, electrical, and thermal abuses are typically used
to represent the field phenomena. To characterize the road circumstances, only mechanical
abuses on LIBs will be explored. The principle objective of the mechanical abuse is to
evaluate and ensure that LIB remains safe in all road circumstances. The level of test varies
from cell to pack or vehicle level depending on the standard or regulation. Table 1 shows
the list of international standards and regulations employed in mechanical abuse tests, and
they are defined as follows:

• Society of Automotive Engineers

# SAE J2464 [35]
# SAE J2929 [36]

• International Organization for Standardization
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# ISO 12405-1 [37]
# ISO 12405-2 [38]
# ISO 12405-3 [39]

• International Electrotechnical Commission

# IEC 62660-1 [40]
# IEC 62660-2 [41]
# IEC 62660-3 [42]

• United Nation (UN)

# UN/ECE Regulation No. 100.02 [43]

• Underwriters Laboratories

# UL 2580 [44]

• National standards

# KMVSS Article18-3 [46]
# AIS-048 [47]
# QC/T 743 [48]
# GB 38031 [49]

Table 1. List of international standards, regulations, and national standards and their levels of mechanical tests, (from
Ruiz et al. [45], with permission from Elsevier).

Type of
Test

International Standards EU US Korea India China

SAE
J2464:2009

SAE
J2929:2013

ISO
12405-

1(2):2012

ISO
12405-
3:2014

IEC
62660-

2(3):2011

UN/ECER
100.02:2013

UL
2580:2013

KMVSS
18-3:2009

AIS-048:
2009

QC/T
743:2006

Mechanical
shock C M P C M P V P P C C M P V C M P M

Drop P P C P P

Penetration C M P C

Immersion M P P P M P P C M C P

Crash/crush C M P P V P V C C M P V C M P C P

Rollover P P P M

Vibration C M P P P C C M P C M P M P

The letter C, M, P, and V representing cell, module, pack, and vehicle levels. More
details regarding the standards for performing mechanical abuse tests are found in [45].
During abusing, the battery may develop different levels of hazards depending on the type
of abuse, chemistry and internal passive protection devices. It would be worthy to say
that the basic requirement is that the LIB does not ignite or explode for a defined time. For
instance, “no fire”, “no explosion”, “no rupture”, and “no leakage” are set as pass criteria
for UN/ECE-R100.02, ISO 12405-3, and UL 2580 standards [45]. The European Council
for Automotive R&D (EUCAR) defined different levels of hazards from the abused Li-ion
battery and set categories for passed and failed battery, as shown in Table 2. All of the
green and yellow colors represent a lower level of hazard, while the red colors represent a
high level of hazard.

The battery pack of LIB is normally fixed on the frame together with other infrastruc-
ture including module cases, wiring and battery management system to protect the battery
pack from external shocks, heat, and vibration. With the advanced design of LIBs, battery
pack, and vehicle structures, most of the EV collisions are not expected to cause destruction
to the battery pack [16]. The common approach employed by automakers is to place the
LIB packs into the reinforced areas of the vehicle (Figure 3a), farther away from front and
rear impact absorbing zones [7] (Figure 3b), aiming to reduce the risk of penetration during
the accidents.
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Table 2. EUCAR hazard level for the tested Li-ion battery (from Brandt, Garche [50], with permission from Elsevier).

Effect
Hazard Level

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
No effect

-no loss of functionality
Loss of functionality

Passive protection activated
-cell reversible damaged

Damaged
-cell irreversible damaged

Leakage
-electrolyte loss ≤50%

Leakage
-electrolyte loss >50%

Venting
Fire or flame

Rupture
Projectile

Active mass ejections
Explosion

Disintegration
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3.2. Requirements for the Safety of Occupants

The safety of the EV occupant after crash can be foreseen in terms of: electrical safety,
against mechanical deformation of the vehicle structure, and spillage of the hazardous
chemicals. The electrical safety aims to ensure prevention of an electric shock to the
occupant during or after the crash. The concept of electrical safety relies on providing
protection against direct and indirect contact with high-voltage components.

For the case of occupant protection against vehicle structure, deformation pressure on
EV makers is exercised through advanced safety programs, termed as New Car Assessment
Program (NCAP). The NCAPs and other regulations consider to test the vehicle as a
whole [5]. A series of crash tests are usually performed to mimic the most common road
incidents such as frontal impact, side impact, and rear-end crashes. In all crash tests,
dummies are employed to quantify the forces and possible injuries a driver may incur
after a crash. The data collected from the dummy (triggered by the motion of the dummy
during the crash) are evaluated, together with an inspection of vehicle deformation, other
on-board safety systems, and scores are given for each specific crash test. The criteria for
performing assessments are based on the injury criteria. In this section, a comparison of
injury criteria based on the NCAPs from the United States, Europe, Latin America, Japan,
China, and ASEAN countries are highlighted. Additionally, UNECE Regulations and
Chinese standards are added to provide a critique comparison. The regulations and safety
programs are defined below.
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• Euro NCAP [51]
• US NCAP [52]
• Latin NCAP [53]
• JNCAP [54]
• ASEAN NCAP [55]
• CNCAP [56]
• UN/ECE Regulation No. 94 [57]
• UN/ECE Regulation No. 95 [58]
• GB 11551 [59]
• GB20071 [60]
• FMVSS 208 [61]
• FMVSS 214 [62]
• FMVSS 301 [63]

The crash test intends to examine the injury to the head, neck, chest, and legs of the driver
and right fore-passenger. The details of the employed regulations for the safety requirements
for occupants during frontal, side, and rear tests are found in [55,59,64,65]. In the safety
requirements for occupants during full-wrap frontal, side, and rear collision test, speed is
mostly considered for comparison with recent research and real-world fire incidents.

4. Recent Research on Crashworthiness of EVs

This chapter focuses on the crashworthiness of the EV in vehicle level. In several years
researchers have been analyzing the ability of vehicles to protect the safety of occupant
during the accident. This has been done by (a) performing real crash tests through the use
of vehicle prototype, (b) simulating the vehicle crash on computer software by considering
vehicle parameters obtained from the experiment. The tests are complex experiments with
large non-linear deformations involving multiple iterations of design, prototype, and crash
tests. In general, to perform a vehicle crash requires enough man-hours, although it pro-
duces accurate results. Moreover, real crash experiments need expert persons, sophisticated
environment, prototype vehicle for crashing, sensing, and measuring system, etc.

O’Malley et al. [33] reported crash tests performed by Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety (IIHS) and Australasian New Car Assessment Program (ANCAP) to analyze the
safety of occupants and vehicle dynamics in frontal collision under moderate overlap 40%
offset into deformable barrier at 64 km/h and small overlap 25% offset into rigid barrier
at 64 km/h. The report of IIHS showed that the area around the vehicle’s battery pack
remained undamaged in all test scenarios with no electrical problem. Palvoelgyi and
Stangl [66] crashed an electric G-van at 48 km/h and results showed the detachment of
battery tray from the vehicle and uncontrolled g-loadings to the car. Uwai et al. [7] tested a
newly developed body structure of Nissan to evaluate the protection of occupants against
direct contact and deformation of the battery pack. The vehicle with the new body and
battery pack were tested in the frontal test at 64 km/h with a deformable barrier, 32 km/h
side pole test, and 80 km/h rear test. The impact sensing system was installed to shut down
the high voltage during the crash, while fuses were used to protect electric shock and short
circuits. After all tests, neither battery pack deformation nor electrical conduction was
observed. EVERSAFE project [67] investigated the characteristics of high-voltage system
during/after the collision test, identified signs for discovery of hazards, and examined
the current post-crash harmless handling procedures. To do so, a side impact test with a
movable pole impactor was performed on the Mitsubishi i-MiEV equivalent to Euro NCAP
side pole test, and examined electrical, mechanical, thermal, and chemical parameters. The
test resulted into no obvious damage to the battery pack and the high-voltage outside the
battery pack dropped below 60 V as required by vehicle safety regulations. Moreover,
autopsy revealed no indications of electrical, thermal, or chemical hazards to occupants’
compartment. With the same objectives, BMW i3 was impacted at the rear by a crash trolley.
In the observations, only mechanical damages were noticeable. The cabin had no intrusion
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but the passenger doors were opening easily. Unfortunately, the dummy driver was not
set, hence, no injury assessment was done.

The small overlap test has been executed to mimic the road crash when the driver
has failed to avoid the collision completely. The goal of the test is to assess the strength
and energy dissipation ability of the cabin from the outer edges of the vehicle. However,
the minimal energy absorbing strength of the exposed structure compromises the safety of
the occupant.

The current common small overlap tests are 25% and 40% frontal offset tests. The
25% small overlap test performed by Polestar [68] reported the following observations:
quick detachment of the front wheel which increases the chance for structural stack-up
and deformations into the cabin, serious damage on the Severe Partial Offset Crash (SPOC)
block (a metal bracket on each side of the chassis that protects metal intrusions during the
impact), and unscathed battery pack.

Crashes between vehicles and round poles are common both inside and outside the
urban areas. Normally, this kind of crash occurs in populated areas where many utility
poles are installed, mainly along the roads, or on roads where signs or traffic lights are
fixed. Out of urban areas, this kind of crash occurs often with the trees or utility poles
located along the roads. It is also among the crashes that contribute significantly to dweller
fatalities and serious harms [69]. Front pole test is common in conventional vehicles, see
previous tests in [69,70]. Unfortunately, neither NCAPs nor IIHS executes front pole test in
EVs. In doing the test, the vehicle crashes a rigid round pole at the center of the frontal
width while missing both side members for absorbing the impact energy. Due to the
absence of structure elements in the middle of the frontal width to stop the vehicle and
absorb the impact energy, the intrusion rate is elevated in this test and emerges as a tough
test for automakers and designers.

In general, performing real-world crashworthiness is an expensive and time-consuming
task [71]; additionally, very few experimental data are publicly available. Luckily, the avail-
ability of high computing machines and crash simulation software with parallel computing
techniques has revolutionized the crash tests. The useful experimental parameters have
been adopted to generate simplified numerical models, which are employed to characterize
different vehicle designs. For these reasons, various models have been employed to predict
the vehicle behavior and reduce the necessity of full-scale impact test. These approaches
include lumped parameters models (LPMs), beam element models (BEMs), and finite ele-
ments models (FEMs). All approaches originate from the principles of structural mechanics
that fulfils the conservation of mass, energy and momentum. However, the selection of a
particular approach vary widely depending on the required simplicity.

Syuhri [72] designed the optimal bumper in a racing EV using shock absorber to dissi-
pate the impact energy during the frontal collision. First, derivation of the mathematical
model and LPM was performed to obtain the dynamic behavior of structure occurred in
the frontal crash. Second, the hydraulic crash damper was incorporated in the mathemat-
ical model and then numerical simulation was applied to obtain optimal value for the
hydraulic crash damper. Finally, a comparison was made between the initial model and
the new model with an optimal crash pulse. When crashed at a speed from 20 km/h to 100
km/h, the percentage energy absorbed was in the range of 88.03% to 64.7%. Moreover, the
developed model showed a better response and has the ability to dissipate 72.9% crash
energy than the initial one when crashed at 65 km/h. The new model was able to reduce
vehicle deceleration, occupant deceleration, and vehicle deformation in the range of 25% to
28.1% compared to the initial model [72].

Despite the useful results in terms of vehicle designs and crash evaluation, many
challenges of LPM have been reported in literature. For instance, Munyazikwiye et al. [71]
reported that the main drawback of LPM is its reliance on the readiness of calibration data
prior to undertaking the crash analysis. Meaning that, the spring characteristics of the LPM
model need to be obtained either from a full-scale impact test or from FEM model [46]. In
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addition to that, the validity of the LPMs for the similar data of their adopted models and
same test speeds are the big challenges that opens the room for further research [71].

In recent years, the explicit non-linear finite element analysis (FEA) has emerged
as, undoubtedly, the most widely renowned modelling approach in EV crashworthiness
due to its high accuracy in material specifications, stresses, and deformation during the
impact [73]. The aspects of analyses include the structural behavior of the vehicle and
mechanisms for protecting against high-voltage. Belingardi and Obradovic [74] developed
an FEM impact attenuator crash to absorb the kinetic energy during the frontal impact of
an EV Formula student car body. The improved structure showed an average deceleration
of about 14 g, which is in good standing with the requirements of the SAE 2008 rules, a
value lower than 20 g along the Y-axis. Arifin and Gunawan [75], using Abaqus software,
presented the design and testing of impact attenuator on the Formula SAE FG17 Garuda
UNY. The average deceleration of 15.908 g was achieved by the impact attenuator and met
the 2017 Formula SAE regulation. Zhang, Zhou, and Xia [76] developed an FEM simulation
model of the small lightweight EV (SLEV) to examine the effects of the front wheels on the
crash load transfer and load path, intending to quantify the crash energy absorbed due to
tire deformation.

The SLEV model underwent a full-wrap frontal test with rigid barrier, 40% offset
frontal test with deformable barrier, and small overlap test with rigid barrier. In general,
the front tires absorbed a significant portion of kinetic energy that is comparable to that of
other front structural members. Some examples of FEM models developed by researchers
to evaluate the crashworthiness are shown in Figure 4.
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Roland et al. [77] used LSDYNA explicit FE code to analyze a detailed model of a
battery pack, and mimic its response under EuroNCAP side pole test with a test speed of
29 km/h into a rigid pole. Moreover, their crashworthiness results showed that hexagonal
pack is superior in occupancy rate and energy absorption characteristics compared with
trapezoidal and rectangular packs. Li et al. [78] performed a full frontal crash test using a
Chinese regulation (GB11551-2014) on the FEM model to explore the lightweight design
and crashworthiness of EV. The numerical results of Chen, Cheng, and Kun [79] showed
that the composite materials are beneficial for putting on to the energy-absorption elements.
Schäffer et al. [80] performed a study on door sill structure through a multi-level optimiza-
tion to secure the battery pack floor during side pole crash. Better energy absorption from
the improved door structure showed enhanced security to the battery pack. The developed
model was validated against Euro NCAP test at 29 km/h. The work in [81] optimized
the flexible structure of the battery pack to enhance the crashworthiness of EVs during
the head-on collision. Results found a significant reduction on occupant compartment
acceleration when using battery packs as energy-absorption components. Setiawan and
Salim [82] presented FEM model to examine the performance of energy absorbing materials
for securing the battery pack against the oblique side pole crash at 32 km/h. The use of
aluminum foam as a filler for the door sill structure, showed an adequate battery pack
deformation of 9.4 mm compared to the 15.3 mm limit.

Zhang et al. [83], using LS-DYNA software, presented FEM simulation results of a con-
verted EV by examining the layout of the battery pack followed by topology optimization.
The full-wrap frontal and side impacts were used to evaluate the modified EV. The results
efficiently showed crashworthiness modified EV, while dropping the weight. Sakurai and
Suzuki [59] observed that the used conventional car, when transformed to EV, may have
poor distribution of mass affecting the center of gravity.

To sum up, despite the challenge of long-time usage in vehicle modeling, yet FEM
remains the most popular software for EV crashworthiness in the recent studies. The
dynamics of the EV deformation have been critical for analyzing the safety of occupants
and battery pack. Improving the front end structure of EV and usage of energy absorbing
components can enhance the protection of the occupant, whereas the lightweight design
and composite materials can secure the damage on the battery pack floor. However, most
of the simulations are not considering the electrocution and chemical spillage and their
hazard. In EV battery, the chemicals pose the danger of fire ignition while electrocution
endangers the occupant, hence, they need to be considered in the future research.

5. Real-World EVs’ Fire Incidents

In this section, some of the publicly reported EVs’ fire incidents that occurred on roads
are summarized. To cut short, only the fire incidents that took the form of mechanical
abuses have been considered. The accidents were grouped according to their type of
mechanical abuses such as penetration, crash, drop, rollover, and immersion and are listed
in Table 3.

Table 3. Real-world EVs’ fire incidents in the form of mechanical abuses.

Type of Mechanical Abuse Descriptions Ref.

Penetration

Tesla Model S caught fire after colliding with a huge piece of metal debris, which destroyed
one of the battery modules. The driver was unharmed. The event occurred close to Seattle [84]

Tesla Model S went over a tow hitch, which damaged the vehicle’s undercarriage and caused
an electrical fire; the driver was not harmed. The event took place in Tennessee. [85]

Drop Tesla Model S jumped over a cliff, collided with two boulders at the canyon’s bottom, broke
into pieces, and exploded, killing the driver. It happened on Malibu Canyon Road. [19]
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Table 3. Real-world EVs’ fire incidents in the form of mechanical abuses.

Type of Mechanical Abuse Descriptions Ref.

Crash

Tesla Model S was driven at 177 km/h through a roundabout when it crashed with a concrete
barrier on the left wheel, then the right wheel, and finally a tree. [85]

Tesla Model S impacted into several vehicles and torn apart in half after hitting a light pole in
West Hollywood, ignited and seriously injured the driver and two officers, half of the car stuck

in a synagogue
[18]

Tesla Model S collided with a tree at high speed, bounced around, and then exploded, killing
the driver and passenger in Indianapolis. [86]

Tesla Model S went off the road, crashed with a house, and set fire to a garage. The motorist
was taken to the hospital in Lake Forest, California, with non-life threatening injuries. The fire

was put out by a significant amount of water.
[87]

Tesla Model S car exploded instantaneously after hitting with a road barrier in Austria. The
driver survived the accident [88]

Tesla Model X traveling at 120 km/h collided with two other vehicles, ignited instantaneously,
and killed the driver. The accident happened near Mountain View, California. [89]

Tesla Model S drove off the road at 185 km/h, collided with a concrete wall, caught fire, and
killed two teens while wounding another near Fort Lauderdale, Florida. There were

two re-ignitions.
[90]

Tesla Model S hit a big vehicle at 97 km/h in Utah, South Jordan, USA. The frontal damage
was severe, but there was no post-crash fire. [91]

BYD e6 hit from behind at 180 km/h, crashed with a tree, pierced 1 m, erupted into flames, and
killed three people in Shenzhen, China. [92]

In Guangzhou, China, a Tesla Model X slammed into the center fence at 76 km/h and was
promptly rear-ended by a Ford vehicle at 71 km/h, the air bag and rear door failed to deploy,

and passengers were evacuated by the front doors from the backseat
[93]

Fire broke out from an EV two hours after being hit by a train near Østfold, Norway [92]

In Moscow, a Tesla Model S collided with a tow truck on a highway, causing a fire. Three
occupants sustained significant post-crash injuries. [94]

After colliding with a barrier in Taoyuan City, a Tesla Model 3 caught fire and killed the driver. [95]

At 160 km/h, Tesla Model S collided with a Honda carrying five passengers, striking a light
post and severing the car in half. The automobile collided with numerous more vehicles before

coming to a stop near West Holly-wood
[96]

Tesla Model S slammed into a palm tree and caught fire in Davie, Florida. [97]

The 2020 Tesla Model X SUV collided with a 2017 Subaru Legacy car on Lake Zurich Road near
Barring-ton, injuring all drivers and quickly catching fire [98]

Tesla Model S crashed through a barrier, collided with a tree, and exploded. The driver was
unharmed. To put out the fire, 12 tons of water were utilized [99]

In Connecticut, Tesla Model 3 rear-ended a police cruiser. No one was hurt. [100]

Tesla Model X veered off the road and crashed with two trees on Fremont’s Thornton Avenue.
The driver suffered just minor injuries. The fire was put out using 13 tons of water. [101,102]

When attempting to park, Tesla Model X abruptly accelerated, colliding with a parked Toyota
Tacoma and swiping the side. [103]

On the highway near Beijing, Tesla Model S rear-ended the Volkswagen Santana’s
right-rear bumper. [104]

Tesla Model S collided with the bus at a low speed after hitting the light post with its front edge
and then its right side at high speed. Nobody was hurt. The battery pack was not harmed. [105]

In Taiwan, a Tesla Model 3 collided with a vehicle while traveling at highway speeds. [106]

The white car slammed into the side of the Tesla Model X at great speed. The white car
slammed into the side of the Model X at great speed. [107]

Tesla Model S hit the road sign post, the steel fence, and the tree. Nobody was hurt. The
battery pack was not harmed. It happened in Guangdong Province. [108]
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Table 3. Real-world EVs’ fire incidents in the form of mechanical abuses.

Type of Mechanical Abuse Descriptions Ref.

The Nissan LEAF collided with another car. The driver was unharmed. There was
no blaze ignited. [109]

Tesla Model 3 was traveling at 80 km/h when a crossing truck lost its tire, causing it to collide
with the Model 3 at a combined speed of 160 km/h. The driver was unharmed. There is no

harm to the battery.
[110]

In Seattle, Washington, a Tesla Model 3 was rear-ended by another car on the freeway. Neither
a fire nor a major injury happened. [111]

A Volvo Big Rig rear-ended a Tesla Model S, sparking a fire. The driver was unharmed. [112]

In Baltimore-Washington, a Tesla Model 3 was rear-ended by a Honda Civic. [113]

The Tesla Model S collided with another car on a highway in Arizona, U.S. [114]

In Malibu, a Tesla Model 3 was rear-ended by a Ferrari. [115]

The Tesla Model S was hit on the side by a conventional car in Contern, Luxembourg. [115]

Tesla Model X was struck by a crashed aircraft in Sugar Land, Texas. [116]

In Oregon, a Tesla Model X collided with a Toyota RAV4 and broke a light pole. [117]

Tesla Model X collided with a Ford Transit van in Yiwu, Zhejiang Province. [118]

In Laguna Beach, California, Tesla Model S collided with a stopped
police cruiser. [118]

In Broward County, Florida, a Nissan GTR traveling at 137 km/h smashed a Tesla Model
X in half [119,120]

Tesla Model 3′s right wheel collided with the barrier at 120 km/h, causing significant damage.
There were no injuries or fires. The scene was in Northern Greece. [121]

In Karlsruhe, Germany, a stopped Tesla Model S was struck on one side by a 7.5 ton truck
traveling at 60 km/h and collided with a traffic signal post. There was no fire, but the resident

received minor injuries.
[122]

Tesla Model S was involved in a head-on accident followed by a side impact in the Vallvidrera
tunnels in Barcelona, Spain, when it was hit by the failing station wagon. [123]

In Amsterdam, a Tesla Model S collided with a tree and caught fire. [25]

Immersion

Hurricane Sandy caused a fire in Toyota Prius and Fisker Karma submerged in seawater in
New Jersey, USA

[92]

[92]

Hundreds of new Maserati automobiles caught fire as saltwater surged and inundated the port
late at night, causing the salt water to ignite the fire in the car batteries and spread to

other vehicles.
[124]

Rollover

The Tesla Model S collided with a barrier on a central reserve on a highway in Ticino,
Switzerland, flipped over, and burst into flames. The driver was killed in the collision. [125]

In Pennsylvania, a Tesla SUV collided with a guard rail, then a concrete wall before rolling
onto its roof. The driver was hurt in the collision. [102]

In Shanghai, a Model 3 crashed and overturned, but the occupant survived [126]

Tesla Model 3 crashed with the car and rolled in the air several times before landing upside
down at 113 km/h. [127]

From the publicly reported incidents, different phenomena can be indicated. For
instance, in the first two incidents in Table 3 the bottom of the battery modules were hit,
caused electrical short circuit, and explosion consequently (see example of explosion in [84]).
However, the first case was the large metallic debris, while the second was the three steel
ball tow hitch, which may have different dimensions and material specifications. Moreover,
the Teslas’ battery packs were in motion when they underwent those hits. Thanks to the
Tesla for improving the undercarriage of the Teslas’ pack by introducing a three shields
titanium body to prevent intrusions. For the case of crash, vehicle speed is the critical
factor toward the safety of the vehicle. From the incident displayed on the orange color
in Table 3 the reported driving speeds before the crashes are 71 km/h and 76 km/h in
Guangzhou, China, 97 km/h in South Jordan, USA, 120 km/h in Mountain View, California
and Northern Greece, 137 km/h in Broward County, Florida, 160 km/h in West Hollywood,
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177 km/h in Merida, Mexico, and 185 km/h in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Other scenarios
occurred in Shenzhen, China and Karlsruhe, Germany, in which EVs were hit by another
vehicle which was driven at a speed of 60 km/h and 187 km/h, respectively.

Another observation from Table 3 is the presence of multi-crashes, whereby more
than one object is crashed or a vehicle crashes more than one time. Referring to scenarios
reported in Table 3, many of them were caused by high driving speeds of EVs. As a
consequence of high speeds, an EV can crash into more than one object to get stopped. For
instance, to mention a few, in Table 3, incident no. 3, the vehicle was driven at 177 km/h
through a roundabout, collided a concrete wall on the left wheel, later on the right wheel,
and finally hit a tree. In incident no. 4, the vehicle crashed into several vehicles and later
struck a light pole; see the split car in [96]. Another vehicle in incident no. 13 was driven
at 71 km/h, collided with the fence, and was rear-ended by another car at 76 km/h. The
speed did not look high but it ended up in blaze, see in [93]. In another scenario, incident
no. 22, the vehicle drifted off the roadway and collided into the two trees. In the next
scenario, incident no. 23, while the driver was trying to park, they accidentally accelerated
the vehicle and hit the nearby vehicle, swiped the side of a parked one, and crash two
small round poles; fortunately, the vehicle was at moderate speed. In incident no. 34,
the vehicle first hit the road sign pole, metallic fence, and ended up on the tree. More
multi-crashes can be observed from Table 3. In general, out of 54 reported incidents in
Table 3, 44 incidents are based on the crash abuse and 11 out of 44 incidents involved
multi-crashes. For an EV tested with a single crash per time to undergo multi-crashes per
incident, it endangers its safety. The situation gets quite alarming when the occupant is
choked by the guardrails penetrated through windshields, see examples in [108]. Another
distinctive frontal crash among the others where two vehicles had a head-on collision with
each other while they are in motion, see in [98]. A similar crash occurred in [116]. Apart
from crash abuses, immersion is a silent enemy where many EVs may be destructed in a
short time, see in [92,128].

Different types of barriers have been involved in the above reported incidents such
as concrete barriers, guardrails, light poles or road sign poles, trees, vehicles, houses,
and a combination of these barriers. Examples of a vehicle colliding with a barrier is
reported in [93,98], a concrete block in [88], and a tree in [99]. In the reported multi-
crashes, 33 incidents were single barrier crashes. In terms of barriers, 8 crash incidents
involved trees, 7 crash incidents involved round poles (5 incidents in light pole, 1 incident
in road sign pole, and 1 incident in traffic light pole), 7 crash incidents involved roadblocks
(6 involved concrete barriers and 1 guardrail), 29 incidents involved vehicle crashes (such
as rear, frontal, or side impacts), and 1 incident where a vehicle crashed into a house.
Another distinct crash is when vehicles crashed their roofs. For example, in incident no.
45, the vehicle flipped and hit its roof with all its weight, see [126], in incident no. 36 the
vehicle’s bonnet was hit by the tire which moved at 160 km/h, and in incident no. 43 the
front edge of the vehicle was hit by the crashing plane.

The presence of high temperature and toxic gases can make battery pack’s explosion
dangerous to EVs’ occupants and nearby properties. For example, in incident no. 5 the
driver’s body was burnt beyond recognition after his vehicle plunged off a cliff. In incident
no. 8, as reported in [87], the battery fire was reported to emerge after colliding with the
concrete barrier and became enormously severe and produced a lot of poisonous gases.
Five firefighting trucks and 35 firefighters were used to put out the fire while copious
amounts of water were employed to cool the battery’s temperature. Large amounts of
water have been also used in incident no. 20 and 22. The burning of house engulfed from
the slammed EV has been report in incident no. 7.

6. Challenges between Regulations/Safety Programs, Research, and Real EVs’
Fire Incidents
6.1. Crashing Speed

From Section 3.2, the test speeds in both regulations and safety programs range
between 40 km/h and 70 km/h in frontal impact tests, 30 km/h and 80 km/h in rear
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impact tests, and 50 km/h and 70 km/h in side impact tests. For EV models that pass
the safety requirements, a rank is awarded to indicate their levels of safety and protection
to occupants. In the recent research, test speeds in both experiments and simulations are
in-line with those in regulations or safety programs. For example, EVERSAFE project
in [67] adopted some requirements for Euro NCAP side pole test and FMVSS 214 and
crashed a Mitsubishi i-MiEV at 35 km/h, whereas BMW i3 was rear-ended at 80 km/h
as per FMVSS 214. Likewise, simulation studies have been adopting either regulations or
safety programs to perform crashworthiness studies. For example Li et al. [78] adopted a
Chinese regulation—GB11551-2014—to the developed FEM model to simulate a full frontal
crash test on a rigid wall at 50 km/h. Zhang et al. [83] adopted China NCAP (C NCAP) for
full wrap frontal crash tests at a speed of 50 km/h. Euro NCAP side pole tests with a test
speed of 29 km/h were adopted in FEM models of Roland et al. [77] and Schäffer et al. [80],
while Setiawan and Salim [82] simulated an oblique side pole test at 32 km/h. Regarding
the EVs’ fire incidents reported in Table 3 and their discussion provided in paragraph 2
of Section 5, the frontal crash speeds are 71 km/h (Guangzhou, China), 97 km/h (South
Jordan, USA), 120 km/h (Mountain View, California and Northern Greece), 137 km/h
(Broward County, Florida), 160 km/h (West Hollywood), 177 km/h (Merida, Mexico),
and 185 km/h (Fort Lauderdale, Florida). The reported crash speed for side impact was
60 km/h and occurred in Karlsruhe, Germany, while for the rear-end crash the speed was
185 km/h (Shenzhen, China).

Comparatively, the regulations and safety programs perform the full-wrap frontal tests
at speeds ranging between 40 km/h and 70 km/h, which are in-line with recent research,
while the real-world fire incidents ranged between 70 km/h and 190 km/h. Consequently,
the post-crash damages were reported as extremely severe including demise of occupants,
destruction of vehicle, and nearby properties. Since fatal crashes have been aggravated
by high speeds, most of EVs in the global market are prone to undergo fatal crashes when
driven at high speed. As examples, Porsche Taycan Turbo S [129], Tesla Model S [130],
2019 Nissan LEAF [131], and 2019 Volkswagen e-Golf SE [114] can accelerate from 0 to
100 km/h in 2.8 s, 3.2 s, 7.9 s, and 9.6 s, respectively. Moreover, the serious implications
of high-speed crashes include extreme destruction or split of vehicles, burning of nearby
properties when explosion occurs, and dreadful demise. Therefore, regarding the fast
acceleration and high speeds of EVs, the safest EVs should be the ones fulfilling the injury
criteria with the highest margin. However, achieving the high margin needs to take into
account the cost of elevated impact energy, modified vehicle structure, and more space for
dissipation of impact energy.

6.2. Multiple Crashes per Incident

In the recent reported EVs’ fire incidents, multi-crashes have been emerged as repeti-
tive and have caused disastrous incidents. As example, 11 out of 53 incidents reported in
Table 3 involved multi-crashes. In one way, multi-crashes can be regarded to be sourced
by high speed which made a crashed vehicle to bounce into barriers. Examples have been
elucidated in Section 5 paragraph 3. In addition to that, various types of barriers and
crash positions were involved. However, simulating a multi-crashes test could be a bit
challenging in terms of crash speed, barriers, and assessment of safety criteria. A proper
matrix that combines an appropriate crash speed, number, and type of barriers to be used
and crash positions needs attention to carefully address the above parameters.

6.3. Types of Barriers

The main barriers involved in many of the reported real-world EVs’ incidents have
been explained in Section 5 paragraph 6. However, two major challenges have been raised
regarding the barriers. First, the issue of round poles to split the EV when slammed at high
speed. Some incidents have been reported in incident no. 4 and 48. Since slicing can occur
from any EV side (front or side depending on the crash position), more enhancement is
needed to strengthen the vehicle protection. Second, high possibility of moving barriers.
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In the pool of EV in the highway it is prone for vehicles to crash while in motion, hence it
makes it possible to roll over.

6.4. Injury Criteria

The major challenge among the safety requirements presented in Section 3 is the
protection of occupant against electric shock or fire/explosion from the damaged battery
pack. Notably, the crash may compromise the electrical safety measures and elevate the
risk of electric shock. To date, in the enhancement of safety technology many EVs are fixed
with safety switch to isolate the high-voltage from the battery pack in the crash events. For
example, the concept of safety switch has been introduced in Mitsubishi i-MiEV [7] and
Mercedes-Benz hybrid and EVs [132]. Since the crash can confront the safety of battery
itself and cause electrolyte leakage, UNECE R94 and R95 do not allow electrolyte spillage
inside the passenger cabin. For leaking outside the cabin, electrolyte spillage is limited to
7% (in UNECE R94 and R95) or 5 L maximum within 30 min only (in FMVSS 305), for open
type of traction battery [132].

However, the new type of battery, LIB, employed in EVs, pose a serious safety concern
due to their energetic and flammable materials, which are able to generate plenty of energy
that can ignite a fire and later explode. The post-crash requirements for frontal and side
impact tests permits the fuel leakage rate to 5 × 10−4 kg/s, equivalent to 30 g/min [132].
Nevertheless, these requirements may seem to not be compatible with LIB where the
electrolyte vaporizes in air. LIB varies widely with chemistry having diverse quantities and
constituents. Consequently, the resulted thermal and fire hazards after explosion may also
depend on the battery chemistry. To improve the safety requirement due to battery pack
explosion, this work is in-line with the suggestion provided in [132], that further research
could be allowed to establish appropriate limits for different battery types.

7. Summary and Future Outlook

This paper focuses on the safety of the EVs and its occupants in the moments of crash
incidents. The safety requirements from the regulations and safety programs and recent
research reviewed and later compared with the real-world fire incidents. The key outcomes
can be summarized as follows:

# Most of EVs are designed using conventional vehicle design strategies such as body
frame and chassis and an inclusion of electrified powertrain and energy storage sys-
tem. Replacing the internal combustion engine with an electrified drivetrain in the
front compartment, the addition of heavy battery pack, and structural modification ne-
cessitates the need of exploring the crash behavior of EVs. Currently, crashworthiness
defines the ability of the vehicle structure to sufficiently protect the occupant against
body injury (mechanical hazard) only, without including thermal and fire hazards.

# Energy storage system is the heart of the EV and its safety issues pose risk to the
whole vehicle. In amid of EV uptrend, LIB technology has gained popularity but
its safety concern has raised much attention. For successful applications in EVs,
the requirements of international standards, national standards, regulations, and
other laboratories have been reviewed. Moreover, the requirements for the safety of
occupants based on regulations and safety programs were elaborated.

# The recent EVs’ fire incidents were compared with the safety requirements outlined
above. Several challenges are reported including high impact speed, multi-crashes per
incident, multiple barriers of different types involved in the incident, and post-crash
safety (extreme injury and demise) of occupants were evaluated.

For improving the crashworthiness, in the future, the EV models need to be well
advanced in the following areas:

# Isolation of high-voltage in the moment of crashing to protect the first and second
responders of different EV models.

# Possibility of externally discharging the electrical energy stored in battery pack of the
slammed EV.
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# Enhancing the battery technology by replacing the flammable and toxic materials
with safer ones. Due to the serious mechanical damages posed on the battery pack
during the crash, understanding the failure process and damage tolerance of the
battery becomes crucial in the future. That knowledge is important for designing
a safe battery pack for an EV. The gap of knowledge regarding the mechanism of
battery reaction to crush loading with electrical, chemical, and thermal behavior.

# Strengthening the battery pack enclosure not to burn easily and allow no fumes to pen-
etrate in the cabin. Moreover, severe crashes in the field are still deforming the battery
pack in the crush-safe zone and lead to explosion. More effort should be focused on
strengthening the side area reinforcement as it is challenging to offer crumple zones
around. The critical parameters to be focused include energy absorption capability in
sideways of the battery enclosure, arrangement of the battery enclosure and battery,
effect of battery materials and crash response among adjacent batteries, and frame
stiffness of the compartment. EV manufacturers and regulatory organizations are
obliged to widen the studies of the vehicle structure, materials, and control systems
in order to attain higher ranking.

# Acquiring the real-time vehicle information and incorporating them with an outgoing
call of the vehicle’s advanced automatic collision notification (AACN) system for
accurate identification of the source toward the crash incident.

# To encourage large number of real crash experiments and incorporating the observed
real-world crash phenomena in order to develop inclusive test procedures and eval-
uation techniques which will be useful for examining the crash safety of EVs and
develop appropriate safety regulations for the EVs. Current crash regulations for EVs
are a virtuous starting point for establishing new ones.

# In the near future, small light EVs (SLEVs) are expected to increase significantly and
emerge as a future solution especially in urban mobility. The major reason is their
small physical dimensions. The attributes of SLEVs include short front and rear
overhang and occupying less than 5 passengers. Their crash characteristics must be
well understood to ensure the sufficient safety of SLEVs in the EV crash regulations.

# Furthermore, the obstacle to the broader commercialization, acceptance, and further
growth of SLEVs is the current regulatory fragmentation which does not consider the
crash safety of SLEVs.

8. Conclusions

Currently, EVs have become the green transport by saving the globe from imminent
catastrophes caused by global warming. However, with the steady growth of the auto-
motive industry, EVs pose a questionable issue regarding the safety. The key areas that
are prominent in the crashworthiness of EVs have been presented and elaborated. The
serious challenges observed include high impact speed, multi-crashes per incident, mul-
tiple barriers of different types involved in the accident, and post-crash safety (serious
injury and demise) of occupants and rescue teams. While addressing these challenges, this
review will aid researchers, engineers and manufacturers working in EVs, and fire safety
engineering to narrow the gap and enhance the safety of future EVs in areas of battery,
fire extinguishing, and vehicle’s body structure. To conclude, this paper has provided a
clear picture on the safety of EVs and occupants and potential areas that are in need of
further research.
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